In East Africa, Fine Art Meets Conservation
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conflicts between farmers and wildlife.

His first book was a vision of an Edenic paradise with lush
landscapes and ethereal moments like a cloud of dust exploding over an elephant’s head while the scenes in his second book become progressively emptier and drier. By the
end, the trees have vanished and the water has evaporated.

“I’m a pessimist, but that doesn’t mean I’m going to give up
on trying to limit what’s happening,” Mr. Brandt said. “Sometimes you have to realize that it’s extraordinary that there are
any elephants left at all.”
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“It’s getting harder and harder to capture these animals be- ly veering outward in silent millennial journeys through deep
cause every year there’s less of them,” Mr. Brandt said. “So space.
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He plans to release his third book in September 2013 and
You will not find action shots or telephoto lenses — the usual says the title will complete a sentence he started with his two
hallmarks of wildlife photography — in Mr. Brandt’s work. earlier book titles, “On this earth a shadow falls…”
He opts for tight and solitary portraits in sepia or black and

